Improvement of neurovascular function and cognitive impairment after STA-MCA anastomosis.
In patients with severe steno-occlusive disease of a main cerebral artery, decreased cerebrovascular reserve (CVR) and cognitive impairment without causative focal lesions on magnetic resonance imaging have been reported. We examined ipsilateral and contralateral CVR and cognition before and after superficial temporal artery-middle cerebral artery (MCA) anastomosis operation in patients with internal carotid artery (ICA) or MCA occlusion. In 30 patients with ICA or MCA occlusion, cognitive impairment, and decreased CVR, we examined cognition, CVR, leukoaraiosis grades, and blood data. Data from 15 patients who underwent anastomosis were compared to that in 15 patients who did not undergo anastomosis, and to bilateral data already reported on 65 patients with severe steno-occlusive disease. Cerebral blood flow, CVR, and cognition improved after anastomosis compared to before, and compared to patients without anastomosis; improved values were maintained for 5years. CVR recovered after anastomosis, matching the linear relationship between ipsilateral and contralateral CVR seen in the 65 patients. The postoperative improvement in cognition and synchronized recovery on the regression line between CVR of the ipsilateral occlusion and contralateral sides may suggest that the CVR is widespread and nonselectively related to cognitive function.